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'Breakout from the wedge formation concluded the
termination of the corrective move & reassured the
support at 7700. A breach below 7700 would distort the
ongoing bullish trend & hence servers as a trail stop for
longs. Until then Nifty could remain gyrating within the
immediate band of 7950-7750.

Scrip Reco MBP SL        Target

M&M FIN BUY 300 294 315

DABUR BUY 287 281 300

Sector  Outlook

NBFC Positive

CONSUMPTION Positive

Sectoral Outlook

Trading Idea - Cash & Future Trading Idea - Derivatives

 STRATEGY -   IDEA Bull Call Spread

Instrument  B/S Lot Reco CMP
May 112.5 CE Buy 1 1.4 1.4

May 117.5 CE Sell 1 0.5 0.5

Target Profit : 8500 Stop Loss : 2700

3 Fed minutes suggests that the Fed could be
looking for hike in rates earlier and is not ruling
out hike in the June meeting. Dollar saw some
strength. Yen has weakened. Japanese market
is seeing gains. Crude saw marginal declines.
Rupee has seen weakness to 67 levels. State
election results could also play some role in
markets today. Exit polls suggested gains for BJP
with BJP govt expected in Assam. Stocks like Sun
TV could see volatility depending on election
results. Overall Nifty has continued to find sup-
ports around 7800 levels and resistance remains
around 8000 levels. Real estate stocks were
strong performers. Among results, PNB disap-
pointed the street. It posted significant losses.
While the bank indicated of balance sheet clean
up, NPA levels could continue to remain el-
evated. Bharat Forge lost ground post results.
Yen weakness should help Maruti clock some
gains. Mid cap cement companies continued to
announce strong numbers. This space should
continue to do well. Among results, Lupin will
be the one to watch out for

OutlookNifty Outlook

Nifty Fut. Reco. MBP SL TGT

7882 BUY 7860 7830 7930

Currency (USDINR) Outlook

USDINR S1 S2 R1 R2

 67.1 66.9 66.75 67.3 67.5

Initial dip towards 67-67.05 levels will be a good buying
area targeting 67.30.
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Derivatives IdeaTrading Calls

Buy 1 Lot 112.50 CE
Sell 1 Lot 117.50 CE

3 IDEA has witnessed price correction in May
series. Proximity to highest Put strike raises
odds for pull-back in expiry week.

3 Considering stable volatility, Bull Call Spread
is recommended

Target Profit : 8500       Stop Loss  : 2700

Bull Call Spread

M&M FIN    MBP INR 300

   Target INR 315

3 'Positive sector outlook & mature continuation
on the daily scale.

3 A breach above 305 could accelerate the mo-
mentum.

3 Hence the stock could be traded with a stop
below 294 for an initial upmove till 315.

3 Fed minutes suggests that the Fed could be looking for hike in rates earlier and is not ruling out hike in the June meeting. Dollar saw some strength. Yen has
weakened. Japanese market is seeing gains. Crude saw marginal declines. Rupee has seen weakness to 67 levels. State election results could also play some role
in markets today. Exit polls suggested gains for BJP with BJP govt expected in Assam. Stocks like Sun TV could see volatility depending on election results. Overall
Nifty has continued to find supports around 7800 levels and resistance remains around 8000 levels. Real estate stocks were strong performers. Among results, PNB
disappointed the street. It posted significant losses. While the bank indicated of balance sheet clean up, NPA levels could continue to remain elevated. Bharat
Forge lost ground post results. Yen weakness should help Maruti clock some gains. Mid cap cement companies continued to announce strong numbers. This space
should continue to do well. Among results, Lupin will be the one to watch out for

Outlook

Institution Net B/S  OI

Index Future -1281.51 Long

Index Options -111.87 Call long

Stock Futures 285.18 Long

FII F&O

3

Buy

 IDEA

Cat. Amt MTD YTD

FII -251 405 -49432

DII 240 3298 67919

FII & DII Activity (Rs. in Cr)

DABUR    MBP INR 287

   Target INR 300

3 'Breakout from the Rounding formation.
3 Pullback provides a good opportunity for fresh

longs.
3 Longs could be added with a trading stop at 281

for an initial throwback towards 300.

Buy
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PSU Banks:  Fin. Ministry in talks to merge UCO Bank, BOI and IOB with stronger entities.. BoB could clearly be one of the bigger stronger peers here!

Maruti:  Suzuki used wrong methods to test the fuel economy. Won't impact sales outside Japan. India has no regulations to check claims made by auto cos. Eg: VW case

LCV segment starts recovery a year post HCV recovery

Recovery started since Jan 2016 after 2 years of a decline

Recovery driven by - last mile connectivity, lower diesel prices and low base effect

Pre-buying before implementation of BS-IV by April 2017 will add to demand

Recovery in consumption demand in rural areas + Govt focus on building rural infra - to aid LCVs

Chola - Top pick in NBFC universe. Expect PAT CAGR of 32% over FY16-18
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